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Landscape Angels inspire and guide the creative processes of nature.
If they are aligned they support humans and beings of nature, bring
healing and vital love and the whole region feels more complete.
If requested I can connect with this angel structure of your region, heal
it, receive messages for you from the angels and bring you in contact
with them. You can receive heavenly presents, instructions for your
mission on the land/ in the city and answers as to why you are there.
Both works come in a package: the healing of the landscape angels
and devas and their messages (recorded on CD). Landscape angel
messages can be also requested in addition to Andreas diagnose.
This is a great help to place yourself where you are, work with the land
and beings of nature, to finally grow into your mission in the world.
Seminars about this subject can be requested at any time in your
area.

Discover the geomancy and the secret of your place with the
landscape diagnosis:
It will give you direct guidelines how you can awaken the
potentials in your surrounding area step by step. If you don't
know our methods, this package comes with an audio course of
geomancy. Depending on the area and on your mission there,
the plan can include 30 to 60 working steps. This process leads
to major changes within your soul and area. (Old earth temples
awaken, contact to the landscape beings, leylines and power
places etc. will meet you)
You will receive a package including an audio cd with the
description, an audio geomancy course for the methods, and the
maps with the exact descriptions / drawings on them. Suitable
are maps with a scale of about 1:30.000, city maps, maps of
walks. If you have a healing centre or a similar mission you
should take in account a surrounding area of 20-30 km.

Price: 120-180 €, depending on the size and situation of the region

Contact us for prices and further information
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